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4 DECEMBER 2018
BEN WHITE, CITY ENGINEER
West Bountiful City
550 North 800 West
West Bountiful, Utah 84087

Re: West
Bountiful City
Public Works
Complex

Mr. White and Selection Committee:
Municipalities are charged with providing and maintaining roads, parks, utilities and
public buildings for their tax-paying residents. All this requires well trained employees,
and well-oiled equipment, stored in a safe place. Clearly, the new West Bountiful Public
Works Complex must be designed to accommodate the tools, the equipment and the
vehicles. More importantly, the facility must serve the people who operate all of the above,
in a pleasant, safe, and efficient environment that is both durable and fits within the City’s
aesthetic and branding.
As you can see by the attached response to your RFP, CRSA has significant design work with
1) cities and towns, 2) on facilities that accommodate both light and heavy vehicles, 3) with
industrial buildings. We believe that public works facilities can be filled with light, safe and
comfortable for workers, as well as incorporate thoughtful, efficient workflow and provide
for the interior and exterior security of vehicles, tools and technology.
Our team includes Kathy Wheadon, Jeff Cramer, Ken Wheadon and Melissa Fryer, who have
extensive experience working together for public sector clients. They will first work with the
staff and city officials to devise a master plan for the entire site and complex and develop
a cost estimate that includes all facets of the project including the main structure, storage
facilities and site. The master plan will help you make smart decisions about how to proceed
and what should be included and illustrated in the concept design.
We anticipate a 16-week schedule to develop a master plan and design that will give you the
most for your budget, a complex that will be hard-wearing, long-lasting, operational and well
represent West Bountiful City and its values.
Thank you for this opportunity to present our qualifications. We are eager to talk with you in
person about our ideas for your project.
Warm regards,

Kathy Wheadon, LEED®AP
Senior Principal, CRSA
kathy@crsa-us.com
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“

We always love to have
Kathy as the facilitator. In my
book she is the best there
is in terms of energy and
vision. I always enjoy it when
she leads the discussion. She
helps the vision happen.
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”
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— Jordy Guth, Architect and Planner,
Utah State University

TEAM QUALIFICATIONS 02
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Saint George Fleet Maintenance Facility
CRSA
WORKS
COMPLEX | WEST BOUNTIFUL
Saint| PUBLIC
George,
Utah
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CRSA

KATHY WHEADON

Principal-in-Charge

80%

AVAILABILITY

Ben White
City Engineer

CRSA

JEFF CRAMER

Project Manager

8 0%

AVAILABILITY

Kathy Wheadon
Principal-in-Charge

Jeff Cramer
Project Manager

Ken Wheadon
Project Architect

Melissa Fryer

CRSA

KEN WHEADON

Project Architect

80%

AVAILABILITY

LEADERSHIP: Kathy will serve as the ever-engaged project
lead, coordinating with DFCM, West Bountiful and its users
groups, consultants and other stakeholders. Kathy will lead
the effort to synthesize program confirmation and the initial
conceptual design work with the team to transform functional
work outcomes. She will manage design and constructibility
reviews.
LEADERSHIP: Jeff Cramer is responsible for day-to-day project
team management. Jeff will coordinate with all team members
on the project and aligning their progress with the schedule and
budget. Jeff will be the primary interface to coordinate efforts
with the DFCM Representative, West Bountiful, facilities, and
stakeholders and the consultant team.
LEADERSHIP: Ken Wheadon is the project design lead and will
direct the work of our highly experienced team of consulting
engineers to provide the design for the Public Works Complex.
A welder himself, Ken has a history of working unifying design/
build services. His hands-on work effort will provide an efficient
and economical building organization.

Landscape Designer

CRSA

STRUCTURAL
REAVELEY
Mark Harris

MELISSA FRYER

Landscape Designer

40%

LEADERSHIP: Melissa will coordinate all site design efforts, and
will be responsible for planting design, irrigation, and storm water management. She will work closely with Meridian to ensure
that the team’s efforts on this building work harmoniously with
its surrounding environment.

AVAILABILITY

CIVIL
MERIDIAN
Nichole Luthi

MECHANICAL
HEATH
Larry Viegal

ELECTRICAL
SPECTRUM
Chris Kobayashi

ESTIMATOR
PARAMETRIX
Nathan Anzer
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ROLES & RESPONSIBILITIES 02

REAVELEY Mark Harris will lead the structural engineering effort. He is responsible

MARK HARRIS for creative, cost effective structural systems design. His design of UBTC’s

Structural Engineer

60%

Welding Technology Building ensured budget compliance and ease of
construction.

AVAILABILITY
MERIDIAN Nichole will serve as our civil engineer, in charge of utility connections,

NICHOLE LUTHI site grading and drainage planning, canal coordination, storm water
Civil Engineer

40 %

management and site planning issues, including snow storage, site
circulation and parking.

AVAILABILITY
HEATH Larry will lead the design of all heating, ventilation, air conditioning, and

LARRY VIEGAL plumbing systems. Larry has extensive experience working on campuses

Mechanical Engineer

60%

and with classrooms and industrial buildings, including UBTC and BYU-I
with CRSA.

AVAILABILITY
SPECTRUM Chris Kobayashi has two decades of experience designing specialized

CHRIS KOBAYASHI electrical systems. His intimate knowledge of higher education campuses
Electrical Engineer

60%

as the electrical engineer and/or project manager on 280+ higher
education projects, including UBTC and BYU-I with CRSA.

AVAILABILITY
PARAMETRIX

NATHAN ANZER
Estimator

40 %

AVAILABILITY

Design/bid/build projects need more than a cost estimator, they need a
team of seasoned professionals who understand construction, materials
sourcing, have access to subs and are willing to push the design team to
make smart decisions with the bottom line in mind. Nathan’s attention to
thorough and precise cost estimating will support the efforts of the design
team and stakeholders to drive best-value decisions for this project.

Barlow Manufacturing Technology Building, Davis Technical College
Kaysville, Utah
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Kathy Wheadon, LEED® AP
PRINCIPAL IN CHARGE, CRSA

EDUCATION
Master of Architecture, North Carolina State University, 2001
Bachelor of Arts, Architectural Studies, University of
Washington, Seattle, Washington, 1989
LICENSES AND REGISTRATIONS
LEED® Accreditation, 2003
Kathy is an award winning designer who takes a holistic
approach to planning and design. With a strong focus on
concept-driven, integrated design, she has led the design of
numerous public and corporate workplaces, as well as other
higher ed and cultural projects. Her experience working for
diverse clients lends to her unique perspective, bringing
innovative solutions to projects that merge functional
requirements with aspirational goals. Strong interpersonal
skills and commitment to design excellence allows Kathy to
build trust and an easy rapport with her clients.
RELEVANT PROJECT EXPERIENCE
Uintah Basin Technical College Welding Center
BYU–Idaho Department of Engineering Austin Building
Renovation Program & Design
Davis Technical College, Barlow Manufacturing Technology Bldg
BYU–Idaho Science & Technology Building Program & Design
Utah Dept. of Agriculture and Food, Spry Building Program
Utah State University, Kaysville Education Center Addition
Utah State Fairpark Land Use Study
State Unified Laboratories, Module 2
UVU Classroom Building Program & Design
UVU Fulton Library Program & Design
Colorado Mesa University Escalante Hall
WSU Community Outreach Facility Program
U of U Fredrick Albert Sutton Geology & Geophysics Building
USU Life Sciences Building, Program
U of U Carolyn Tanner Irish Humanities Center Program & Design
USU, College of Agriculture Laboratory and Office Building
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Jeffrey Cramer, AIA, NCARB
PROJECT MANAGER, CRSA

EDUCATION
Masters in Architecture, University of Utah, 2012
Bachelor of Architecture, University of Nevada, 2010
LICENSES AND REGISTRATIONS
Architect: Utah # 10106739, Idaho #: AR-986201
AIA Technology in Architectural Practice Knowledge
Community
Jeff works on large university and institutional projects. With
specialized training in modular construction and building
information modeling, Jeff’s day-to-day work includes
coordinating large, complex teams and BIM models for large
institutional projects including developing construction
documents and construction administration of multi-milliondollar buildings. Recent project experience at BYU-I includes
the renovation of a 24-station welding lab, welding robotics
lab and air arc lab, manufacturing and CNC/machining lab,
and construction of the UBTech Welding Technology Center.
RELEVANT PROJECT EXPERIENCE
Uintah Basin Technical College Welding Center
BYU–Idaho Department of Engineering Austin Building
Renovation Program & Design
BYU-Idaho, Clarke Building Remodel
University of Utah Burbidge Addition
Utah State University Research Foundation, Space Dynamics
Laboratory
Utah Valley University New Classroom Building
Utah State University, Kaysville Education Center Addition
Utah Valley University Valley View Kitchen
Utah Museum, State Archives Building
South Temple and 5th East Mixed Use Apartments
University of Utah UNI Pharmacy/Recovery Remodel
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Ken Wheadon, AIA, NCARB, LEED® GA
PROJECT ARCHITECT, CRSA

EDUCATION
Master of Architecture, University of Utah, 1990
Bachelor of Arts, Spanish, University of Utah, 1987
Associates in Architectural Technology, Golden West College
of California, 1983
LICENSES AND REGISTRATIONS
Architect: Utah 1993 #134943; CO ARC.00404310
NCARB#87259; LEED® Green Associate, 2014
Ken Wheadon joined CRSA in 2008 after several productive
years with his own design firm. He brings a vast array of
experience with different building types, construction
methodologies, design intent, and diverse clientele. His many
projects consist of a range in scale from auto dealerships,
maintenance facilities, commercial buildings and government
complexes. Regardless of the scope of work, each project
is attended to in context and detail. Ken brings a dedication
to working closely with engineers and contractors to deliver
beautiful and functional buildings for all clients.
RELEVANT PROJECT EXPERIENCE
Uintah Basin Technical College Welding Center
U of U Burbidge Center Remodel & Addition
UVU EE Building Renovation for Digital Media Department
West Jordan Cultural & Performing Arts Center
Utah State University College of Agriculture & Applied Science
Larry H Miller Auto Dealerships and Maintenance Facilities
Mark Miller Toyota
Rick Warner Chrysler – part of Warner Auto Complex
Rick Warner Used Cars
Saturn of Orem
Kennecott Senior Center
Davis County Senior Center
Farr West Recreation Center
Northwest Community Senior Center Renovation
Northwest Community Recreation Center
USU, Roosevelt Education Center Aggie Station Remodel
U of U Sutton Geology & Geophysics Building Remodel
U of U Campus Store Remodel & Starbucks Addition
USU Tippetts Gallery Remodel
Utah State University College of Agriculture
USU Valley View / Memorial Apartment Remodel
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Melissa Fryer, Associate ASLA
LANDSCAPE DESIGNER, CRSA

EDUCATION
Master of City and Metropolitan Planning, Certificate in Urban
Design, University of Utah, 2014
Master of Landscape Architecture, University of Sheffield,
Sheffield, England, 2009
Bachelor of Landscape Architecture and Environmental Planning, Utah State University, 2006
PROFESSIONAL AFFILIATIONS
American Society of Landscape Architects (ASLA)
Congress for New Urbanism (CNU)
Melissa is an urban planner and landscape designer, with a
focus in urban design and streetscape/transit design. She
specializes in development of policy and illustrations and
has extensive experience providing high quality illustrations
and renderings to depict urban design and land use planning
concepts. These skills are utilized for public outreach and
engagement, as well the creation of high quality and engaging
planning documents.
RELEVANT PROJECT EXPERIENCE
Murray General Plan Update
Eagle Mountain General Plan
Orem City Center District Plan
Providence General Plan
North Ogden Form Based Code
South Jordan Redwood Road Corridor Plan
5400 South Redwood Road Small Area Plan
Jordan River Comprehensive Master Plan
Granary District Historic Pickle Building Redevelopment Site Plan
Warm Springs Plunge Development Site Plan
Wasatch County Library Courtyard Plaza
West Jordan Performing Arts Center Site Plan
SLCC Redwood Campus, Student Center and ATC Master Plan
Salt Lake City Center, Apartment & Public Corridor Site Plan
University of Utah Burbidge Athletics Center, Landscape Plan
Utah State University Biological Science Building Programming
Weber State University Community Outreach Facility
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Mark Harris, S.E., LEED AP

STRUCTURAL ENGINEER, REAVELEY

EDUCATION
Master of Science, Civil Engineering
Brigham Young University, 1989
Bachelor of Science, Civil Engineering,
Brigham Young University, 1988
LICENSES AND REGISTRATIONS
Professional Engineer: Utah, 1993
Professional Structural Engineer: Utah, 2004
LEED Accredited Professional: 2009
A senior principal and 28-year Reaveley employee, Mark is
drawn to the complexity and beauty of modern building
systems. A practical and creative engineer, he excels at
structural engineering design, project management and
construction administration. Mark’s expert management
skills and attention to detail often reduce cost overruns and
schedule impacts.
RELEVANT PROJECT EXPERIENCE
Salt Lake County Public Works Building
Salt Lake County Public Works Building Addition
Murray School District Bus Barnes & District Office
Utah Valley Dispatch Center
Springville City Hall & Public Safety Complex
Tooele City Hall
Sandy City Hall
Salt Lake County District Attorney Office Building
Salt Lake County District Attorney Office Building
Roy City Hall Addition
Box Elder County Court Building
Clearfield City Center Evaluation
Tooele Third District & Juvenile Courts Building
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Nichole L. Luthi, PE

CIVIL ENGINEER, MERIDIAN
EDUCATION
Bachelor of Science, Civil Engineering, Utah State University,
2006
LICENSES AND REGISTRATIONS
Professional Engineer: Utah #8023335, Colorado #48205,
Wyoming #14349
Nichole has worked with many governing agencies in the
development approval process. She also brings a broad base
of design experience, working on numerous projects around
the country—specifically, West Virginia, Texas, Arizona, Idaho,
Colorado, Wyoming, and Utah. Nichole has a broad range of
land development projects for the public and private sectors,
including retail, commercial, and residential development
projects; office buildings, warehouses, restaurants, churches,
K-12 schools, university campuses, recreation facilities, and
hospitals.
RELEVANT PROJECT EXPERIENCE
Davis County Health Department Building
Davis County Senior Center
South Redwood Public Health Clinic
Intermountain Health Care Medical Campus Dialysis Center
North Canyon Medical Center
Millcreek Community Center
Rocky Mountain Power Building
Salt Lake Community College Westpointe Center
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Larry Veigel, P.E.

MECHANICAL ENGINEER, HEATH ENGINEERING
EDUCATION
Bachelor of Science, Design & Computer Graphics, BYU, 1972
Bachelor of Science, Mechanical Engineering,
University of Utah, 1976
LICENSES AND REGISTRATIONS
Licensed Professional Engineer: Utah, Idaho, New York, Wyoming
Mr. Veigel has experience in design and layout of mechanical
systems, including heating, cooling, ventilating, controls
systems, plumbing, site utility distribution, heat recovery and
energy conservation systems. The types of buildings that are
a part of Mr. Veigel’s portfolio include: new and remodeled
institutional, commercial, educational, industrial, recreational,
special event, library, hospital, office and housing buildings.
RELEVANT PROJECT EXPERIENCE
Kearns Improvement District New Construction and Remodel
Uintah Basin Technical College Welding Center
BYU–Idaho Department of Engineering Austin Building
Renovation Program & Design
UBATC/USU Vernal Building
Computer Science and Engineering Building with Satellite
Central Plant, UVU
Classroom Addition Program, UVU
PE Building Four Pipe Utility System Upgrade, UVU
LRC and HVAC Upgrade, UVU
Student Center Expansion and Remodel, UVU
Classroom Relocation, UVU
McKay Special Events Center, UVU
Student Center Program, UVU
UVU West Campus
Airport Fire Training Grounds, UVU
Utah National Guard Military Readiness Facility, UVU
MATC Building & Kitchen, UVU
West Campus Program, UVU
Joseph F. Smith Building, BYU
Eyring Science Building Renovation, BYU
Science and Technology Building, BYU
Central Plant and Distribution, BYU
Manwaring Center Expansion and Remodel, BYU
Thomas E. Ricks Building, BYU
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Chris Kobayashi, PE, LEED® AP

ELECTRICAL ENGINEER, SPECTRUM ENGINEERS
EDUCATION
Bachelor of Science, Electrical Engineering, Honors, University of
Utah, 2007
LICENSES AND REGISTRATIONS
Registered Professional Engineer: Utah #5497590-2202, 2012
Registered Professional Engineer: California #E-19730, 2011
LEED® Accredited Professional, 2009
Mr. Kobayashi is a Principal Engineer at Spectrum Engineers
with 11 years of experience in programming and designing
specialized electrical systems. He has an intimate knowledge
of higher education campuses having been the electrical
engineer and/or project manager on 200+ higher education
projects. He has completed projects requiring intense
scheduling, phasing and coordination with owners, students
and end users.
RELEVANT PROJECT EXPERIENCE
Salt Lake County Park Ops & Public Works Building Study
UTA Electric Bus Charging Equipment Design
Antelope Valley Transit Assessment, Palmdale, CA
Utah National Guard Camp Williams New Readiness Center
Salt Lake Community College Westpointe Campus Career &
Technical Education Center, Salt Lake City, UT
Dixie Technical College Master Planning & Programming for
New Permanent Campus Building
Probst Electric Office Warehouse & Maintenance Facility
Ogden City Water Treatment Plant Addition - with CRSA
Sugar House Monument Plaza, Salt Lake City, UT – with CRSA
Utah State University Eastern Campus Master Plan – with
CRSA
U.S. Department of Agriculture Building 5 Renovation Phases
A-F, Manhattan, KS*
U.S. Department of Agriculture Lincoln Seed Warehouse*
*Indicates projects completed prior to joining Spectrum
Engineers
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Nathan Anzer

COST ESTIMATING SPECIALIST, PARAMETRIX, INC.
EDUCATION
Salt Lake Community College, Cost Estimating Courses, 2005
General Education Courses, 2005
Estimating Workshops, 2003 to Present
LICENSES AND REGISTRATIONS
American Society of Professional Estimators
Seeking to be Certified as a Professional Estimator
Nathan has over 14 years of experience in the field of
Construction Cost Estimating. He is responsible for the over-all
coordination and quality control for each project, including
constructibility coordination with the design and QA/QC
team. He utilizes and updates the computer systems used
for Estimating and Man-Hour Analysis. Nathan also gathers
and reviews all quantities, cost data, and scheduling on a
wide range of projects. His experience includes Municipal,
Commercial, Residential and Civil Facilities. His combined
experience with Parametrix amounts to a Construction Value
of over $25 billion with over 7,800 projects completed to date.
RELEVANT PROJECT EXPERIENCE
Salt Lake County Parks & Public Works, Operation Center
Salt Lake County Parks & Public Works, Heavy Duty Fleet Shop
Park City Municipal Corporation, Public Utilities & Streets Facility
Heber City Public Safety Building
Lindon City, Lindon Public Safety Building
City of Aspen, Public Safety, Police & Administration Facilities
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Wyoming National Guard, Afton Readiness
Center, Afton, Wyoming
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Park City Iron Horse Transit Operations Center

U of U Carolyn Tanner Irish Humanities Building

USU Research Foundation Space Dynamics Lab

USU College of Agriculture & Applied Sciences

USU Life Sciences Building Program

UVU Valley View Kitchen

BYU-I Science & Technology Building

UBTech Welding

Public Works facilities are complicated, and the West Bountiful
Public Works Complex will require specialized design expertise
to be a successful working environment. In addition to
providing standard maintenance space with the now ubiquitous
technology, West Bountiful must provide safe spaces that
accommodate lifts and crane rail systems, welding, machining
equipment, gas and diesel engines, and vehicles ranging from
small cars to large trucks. More significantly, the space must
be laid out with great sight-lines for safety, stringent sound
absorption and thoughtful ventilation. Spaces must be able
to accommodate ongoing programs, but also service varying
projects with flexible workspace to accommodate immediate
demands.

UVU Classroom

PAST SUCCESSES

Mark Austin Building BYU-I

West Bountiful is sensitive that its allocated taxpayers’ dollars
are invested in attractive, serviceable, easy-to-maintain
facilities. A/E teams, therefore, are charged with designing
facilities that will last decades, accommodate a variety of
working styles, space requirements, and will be flexible and
adaptable enough to handle an ever-changing variety of
technology and equipment.

This CRSA team has programmed and designed literally
hundreds of thousands of square feet of maintenance
facilities. Our work includes maintenance bay, equipment
storage, office space, and storage areas for maintenance
vehicles. We work in industrial designing maintenance
facilities (a $2.5 million in Washington County), transportation
operations centers (the $8.2 million Park City Iron Horse
Operations Maintenance Center and we are in the midst of
the $45 million UTA Transit Operations and Maintenance Hub
in SLC), and public works facilities (in Ogden, Springville and
Kane County). We have designed the latest diesel mechanics
shop, machining/CNC and welding labs at the $11.7 million
Davis Technical College Barlow Manufacture Building: stateof-the-art welding instruction facilities at the $3 million Uintah
Basin Welding Center; automotive, advanced manufacturing,
machining/CNC and welding labs at BYU-Idaho, a $4 million
renovation project in an active working environment. In
addition to instructional facilities.

Davis Technical College Barlow Bldg

TALENTS & KNOWLEDGE

Kathy Wheadon | Principal in Charge | CRSA

a a a a a a a a a a a

Jeff Cramer | Project Manager | CRSA

a

Ken Wheadon| Project Architect | CRSA

a a

a

Nicole Luthi | Civil Engineer | Meridian

a a

a

Mark Harris | Structural Engineer | Reaveley

a

Larry Viegal | Mechanical Engineer | Heath

a a a a a

Chris Kobayashi | Electrical Engineer | Spectrum

a a a a a a a a a

a

Nathan Anzer | Cost Estimator | Parametrix

a

a

Melissa Fryer | Landscape Designer | CRSA

a
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STRENGTH OF TEAM 03
Public Works facilities are always driven to provide more
space for the budget. Working closely with the construction
industry we have learned how and where to build in efficiencies
that buy our clients more of what they are looking for.
Construction systems, typically concrete block wall systems
with open web roof structures, can be finely tuned to cost
less. Many times it is the small decisions -- finishes, lighting,
acoustical control, roofing systems - all which must meet City
standards -- where we can build in even greater cost savings
while never jeopardizing the outcome: great space for staff.
True space efficiency requires a thorough, thoughtful design
that includes functional work flow. At Park City Iron Horse
Operations Maintenance Center, we worked diligently with
staff to understand how and where staff work, where materials
are stored, how they are transported, and how folks need to
manage the maintenance bays to make room for projects,
initiatives and safety. We will invest this level of dedicated
design time with each of member of the West Bountiful Public
Works team - because everything we learn from you we can
turn into long term savings through efficiency planning and
design.
The CRSA team has numerous similar projects, all of which had
both common and unique challenges. We have collectively built
invaluable institutional knowledge of this building type, which
allows us to quickly bring forth successful layout and design
vision and cost responsive opportunities. Our collective team
has planned large, complex systems of buildings, utilities, sites
and landscapes for leading institutions. We look forward to the
opportunity to show West Bountiful City some of our ideas and
present our creative team.

PROJECT SPECIFIC TEAM EXPERIENCE

The CRSA team brings both knowledge and experience
designing public works complexes. This CRSA team has worked
together on numerous highly detailed, systems heavy, and
space-driven technical trades and maintenance facilities. Our
success stems from the fact that we listen. We place great
importance in knowing that West Bountiful staff knows what
they need and our job is to be the creative masterminds to
design and build more space for your budget.

CRSA works constructively and creatively with their clients to
create hard working, technically accurate, highly adaptable
and beautiful environments that are highly functional. We
have worked on multi-stakeholder, municipal, design/build
projects to determine appropriate outreach efforts and levels of
involvement for user-group and leadership teams. As a result,
with West Bountiful’s guidance, our team will incorporate
significant site and building planning principles into the Public
Works project that will have a meaningful impact on your
work. We will create a facility that provides the space-use and
functionality vital to staff who need efficient and effective work
areas that are innovative, full of light, flexible and adaptable to
new technologies, and that provide value added resources to
West Bountiful.
Reaveley Engineers worked with us to successfully program
and design the Davis Tech Barlow Building and UBTech
Welding Technology Center. CRSA has worked repeatedly
with Mark Harris, including Utah State University BEERC,
Salt Lake Community College, the DFCM William Spry
Agricultural Program Building, U of U HEB Synthetic Chemistry
Laboratories, Utah Valley University and Colorado Mesa
University. His focus on cost effective, innovative structural
systems is critical in working collaboratively on cost driven
projects to deliver more for less.
Meridian - Nicole Luthi understands the infrastructure drivers
of a Public Works Complex, and thus is a fabulous resource to
get the project off to a quick start. She brings experience as a
member of the design team and will work closely to make sure
the landscape and structural engineer understand soils and site
issues. We trust Nicole’s professionalism and design ethic.
We have worked with Heath Engineering to program and
design multiple tech/trades-oriented facilities, including the
Davis Tech Barlow Building, UBTech Welding Technology
Center and the BYU-I Austin Engineering Building. Larry
focuses on innovations within his field to ensure building
environments are comfortable in all seasons, have systems that
are selected with a focus on longterm cost effectiveness, and
are easy to operate and maintain, serving West Bountiful City
upfront and for years to come.

UBTech’s President Weight said of this team “CRSA has been
great. They have really been doing a great job. It has come in a
timely manner, they have been getting right, they were really
listening. I have no gripes. We are very tickled with what Kathy
has been able to do. She is the one that gets it first … kudos to
Ken and Jeff for making the vision a reality.”

CRSA | PUBLIC WORKS COMPLEX | WEST BOUNTIFUL
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03 STRENGTH OF TEAM
We have a long history and a great relationship working with
Spectrum Engineers. Spectrum has collaborated with CRSA
on more than 350 projects, including the recent Unified State
Laboratory Module 2, UBTech Welding Technology Center and
William Spry Agricultural Building. Their close coordination with
NORCO and Miller on UBTech helped refine the electrical system
and drop project costs with no detrimental effect.
Parametrix will serve as cost management and constructibility
consultants. Nathan and his team are always eager to run a
live cost estimating approach. We don’t wait for incremental $/
sf cost estimates in line with project reviews, but rather work
on a live, unit cost estimate starting the first day. This allows
our team to establish project budget targets for each system/
engineering discipline in schematic design and to make well
informed decisions every day of the design effort.

PAST PROJECT EXPERIENCE AS A TEAM

• Climate and noise separation of the lobby, classroom and
offices from shop floor, while maintaining a clear visual
connection
• Efficiency and cost effective mechanical and electrical
systems.
For more than four decades, CRSA has both built a reputation
for planning and design that translate a client’s vision into
elegant yet practical solutions. We will help West Bountiful
achieve excellence by guiding a highly informed process of
discovery and evaluation. By addressing technical imperatives
such as acoustical control and ubiquitous utility distribution
firmly in hand, the design team can explore possibilities
with confidence – and even a sense of adventure. This helps
everyone make smart decisions and it promotes an atmosphere
of good will, candor, and respect upon which long-term
relationships thrive.

The CRSA team brings a lengthy portfolio of projects, from
highly detailed diesel shops to state-of-the-art welding
facilities. In addition, we work in industry every day - serving
our clients who repair vehicles, manufacture parts, fabricate
equipment, and keep our cities working. Our strength
is our capacity to build on recent successes, draw on
learned lessons from prior work and infuse passion in the
collaborative design process. We work with a team of savvy
engineers, who pick up the phone and reach out to the City’s
facilities team to ensure the project is going to work for you.
Our team’s commitment, expertise and experience ensure an
engaged, client-centered design process, accurate and wellcoordinated documents, and involved project administration.
Our job is to understand project demands within the context
of West Bountiful.
CRSA, Spectrum Engineers, Reaveley, and Heath are just
completing the construction of Uintah Basin Technology
College’s Welding Technology Center in a Design/Build
competition with Gramoll Construction. The CRSA design
team met or exceeded all space size requirements for all
programmed areas. We provided the most effective solution
in order to radiate program strength with simplicity in the
following ways:
• Indoor and outside spaces allocated to safe materials
storage and workflow practices
• A lantern-like entry volume to capture attention and
advertise the program
• Daylight filled spaces through large windows and skylights
• More than 1,000 additional square feet of shop space
• Expanded covered stock storage
• Acoustic treatment of noisy areas
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BYU-I Austin Building Remodel
Rexburg, Idaho
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STRENGTH OF TEAM 03
Iron Horse Transit Operations Facility
Park City, Utah

PROJECT MANAGER’S EXPERIENCE
CRSA is proud to include Jeff Cramer’s seasoned portfolio
of project management skills to the West Bountiful Public
Works Complex project team, because an exceptional project
manager, like Jeff, crafts the framework for project success –
they leverage team performance. By creating a week by week
Work Plan, the team understands the project schedule and
deliverables. His involvement in meetings and reviews from
kickoff to project closeout means our team members can
foresee the plan of action and their level of responsibility and
involvement. This ensures deadlines and coordination efforts
are planned for well in advance.
Jeff creates an open and creative working environment, but is
also a firm leader. Jeff’s job includes, but isn’t limited to:
• Reviewing constructibility of drawings and specifications
to evaluate cost, code and design guideline compliance.
• Delivering expert design assistance that facilitates
coordination amongst the team.
• Facilitates the relationship with the cost estimator, and
building performance team by engaging them daily in the
collective process of design.
• Reviewing the Cost Model to ensure it is aligned with the
program, system selection and design goals.
• Engaging in higher level Building Information Modeling.
• Conducting construction level clash detection, saving time
in the construction schedule by reducing RFIs and COs.
• Performing field inspections during construction to verify
that the contractor is correctly installing and sequencing
the work to meet the stringent design requirements.
• In the end, it means doing it right the first time.
Jeff is the project manager of the BYU-I Austin Building
CRSA | PUBLIC WORKS COMPLEX | WEST BOUNTIFUL

Renovation (construction complete December 2018), the
UU Burbidge Athletics Academic Building Remodel (8 week
construction planned for winter 18/19) and the UBTech Welding
Center (construction complete December 2018). Jeff will be
available for 30 hours per week to dedicate his attention to
West Bountiful City Public Works Complex during concept
design.

DESIGN ARCHITECT’S EXPERIENCE
Ken Wheadon brings decades of experience, particularly
technical operations, maintenance and tech trades experience,
to the project. He works regularly on higher education
campuses on very complicated projects requiring creative
approaches to existing building re-use. He is the Project
Architect on the UBTech Welding Center and West Jordan
Performing Arts Center.
Ken brings enthusiasm for West Bountiful’s project goals and
a realism that meets the challenges of budgets, schedules
and project drivers can also be visionary. He understands how
to deliver more than clients expect aesthetically, within the
constraint of design guidelines, building envelope requirements,
and program drivers. He respects client goals and aspirations,
understand who makes the final decision and is open to
criticism. For all these reasons we are excited to have Ken
Wheadon lead the design effort.
Ken has provided design services for dozens of automobile
dealerships (with service departments), and smaller garages
and maintenance facilities. An avid welder, Ken continues to
take continuing education classes and understands intimately
how facilities handle a staff of different levels of knowledge
and ability. Ken will be available for 30 hours per week during
concept design.
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IRONHORSE TRANSIT OPERATIONS FACILITY
Park City, Utah

Park City Iron Horse

CRSA provided programming and full A/E services for the design and construction of an
expansion to the existing Park City transit operations and public works facility, including
the following amenities:
• A new 30,000 sq. ft., poured-in-place, post-tensioned concrete structure housing 38
buses in a semi-heated space below and parking stalls for 86 autos on the roof above.
• A new three-level, 10,000 sq. ft. addition to the existing maintenance facility including
four maintenance bays, a paint booth, a bridge crane, tire shop, parts room, small
engine shop and a below-grade work area.
• A new four-pump covered fuel station including a DEF distribution system for cleanburning diesel buses.
A new bus wash with a water recirculation system for low environmental impact.
A new 3,500 sq. ft. covered salt and gravel storage and distribution bin.
Remodeling and expansion of the existing administration building.
Extensive site improvements including an upgraded sewer and stormwater
management system, a new site retaining wall, new paved truck parking areas, and
expanded auto parking.
• Provisions for a future
residential component.
• Local municipal and federal
funds are financing the
project.
• The project was completed
with minimal disturbance to
the transit and public works
operations on site.
•
•
•
•
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CLIENTS
Park City Municipal Corporation

CONTACT
Kent Cashel (retired)
Public Works Manager
(435) 615-5360

SCOPE OF SERVICES
Program Verification, Needs
Assessment, Architectural Design
and Construction Administration,
Maintenance Systems Design, Interior
Design

COMPLETION DATE
2011

CONSTRUCTION COST
$7,571,200

SQUARE FOOTAGE
85,000 SF
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BARLOW MANUFACTURING TECHNOLOGY BUILDING
AT DAVIS TECHNICAL COLLEGE
Kaysville, Utah

CLIENT
Utah College of Applied Technology
– Davis Campus and State of Utah
Division of Facilities Construction and
Management
CONTACT
Darrell Hunting, Project Manager
State of Utah DFCM
(801) 244-7647
SCOPE OF SERVICES
Site Development, Architectural
Design and Construction Services

CRSA, along with Gramoll Construction, provided design/build services for the Haven
J. and Bonnie Rae Barlow Technology/Manufacturing Building at the Davis Technology
College Campus in Kaysville. Winning the design/build competition required preparing
graphics that helped the client visualize the design concept.
The new facility is a one-story, high-bay, 60,000 GSF building that houses the Heavy
Duty Diesel, Machining Technology, Welding, Industrial Automation Maintenance, and
Computer Aided Drafting and Design programs.
The clear objective of the team was to create a building that would meet DTC’s goals and
expectations of a flexible, functional, and efficient facility. The building is flexible enough
to accommodate advances in building, manufacturing, and maintenance technology in
the years to come, but also accommodates industry demand for rapid start programs.

COMPLETION DATE
2009
SQUARE FOOTAGE
60,000 GSF
CONSTRUCTION COST
$11,700,000

CRSA | PUBLIC WORKS COMPLEX | WEST BOUNTIFUL
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ST. GEORGE FLEET MAINTENANCE FACILITY
St. George, Utah

CLIENT
St. George City

CONTACT
Courtney Stephens
Fleet Manager
(435) 627-4041
courtney.stephens@sgcity.org

COMPLETION DATE
2016

SQUARE FOOTAGE
8,527 SF

18

CRSA provided architecture programming services regarding Public Fleet Maintenance Facilities,
including, all architectural drawings and plans for a new Phase One, 6-bay building for Heavy
Equipment and Large vehicle services.
The St. George Fleet Maintenance building contains the latest equipment for both heavy duty
and regular duty vehicles in the fleet. This facility has been designed for the future in order to
do maintenance on NGV (natural gas vehicles) including low velocity fans in all HVAC systems
to help keep an even temperature and air circulation inside the workspace. It is enclosed with
insulated CMU to maximize the thermal envelope performance and energy efficiency. Daylighting
has been taken into account with floor and wall finishes to maximize natural light through the
expansive (high solar reflectance) glass doors and give workers optimal light while working under
and around vehicles. The St. George Fleet Maintenance Facility is the 4th largest fleet in the State
of Utah.
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UTA DEPOT DISTRICT TECHNOLOGY CENTER
Salt Lake City, Utah

CLIENT

The Utah Transit Authority engaged the services of CRSA and their national
transportation partner, RNL (Denver), in the development and expansion of their central
bus maintenance and operations facility located on 200 South and 700 West in Salt
CONTACT
SCHEMATIC DESIGN PRESENTATION
October 16, 2013
Greg Thorpe
Lake City. All administration and operations offices and facilities will be included in
UTA Manager
UTAH TRANSIT AUTHORITY
this expansion. The current site is the former home to the maintenance and operations
Light Rail Engineering
& Constr.
Depot District
Service Center
yard for the Denver and Rio Grande Railway, which served most of the Western United
(801) 262-5626
States in the first half of the 20th century. As such, the site contains multiple buildings
SCOPE OF SERVICES
constructed over a period of 100 years. The most significant building is the locomotive
Programming, Schematic Design, Design
repair shop, the last of its kind existing in Utah. Plans have been proposed to seismically
Development, Construction Documents/
upgrade and re-use this building for bus maintenance facilities due to its similarity in use.
Administration
Other buildings on-site will be selectively demolished and salvaged materials will be used
COMPLETION DATE
in creative ways in the new design. The proposed plan will include:
Phase 1 - 2015
Utah Transit Authority

•
•
•
•

SQUARE FOOTAGE
105,000 SF

CONSTRUCTION COST
$45,000,000

A new 25,000 sf maintenance and operations administration building
An 80,000 bus maintenance shop
Covered storage for fleet vehicles, bus and chassis washes, fare-pulling stations
A new compressed natural gas fueling station

SCHEMATIC DESIGN PRESENTATION
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UTAH TRANSIT AUTHORITY
Depot District Service Center

October 16, 2013
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1

RELEVANCE

DESCRIPTION

Welding, fabrication,
offices, meeting space,
materials storage,
crane rail

The Welding Center will be a beacon of activity and
purpose, announcing UBTech’s presence and investment
in the Welding Program. The efficiency of the layout allows
for maximum use of each functional area, conservation of
energy and aesthetic identity.

Adaptable, multidisciplinary
engineering labs,
offices and meeting
space

Programming and design services were provided for the
renovation of the existing engineering building. Issues
addressed included space and use allocations, wayfinding
in the circulation system, compliance with accessibility
standards, and options for new mechanical and electrical
systems.

Automotive
maintenance
facilities, welding and
machining labs, offices
and storage

CRSA reconfigured existing spaces vacated by the
Computer Science and Electrical Engineering department,
and made minor modifications to the existing Mechanical
Engineering department labs and classrooms. The work
is designed to capture underutilized space, improve
functional quality and accommodate more students.

SLCC Westbrook
Campus
Dynamometer

SLCC, State of UT DFCM
Bob Askerlund
Dir. of Facilities, SLCC
(801) 957-4101

Classroom space
for heavy industrial/
maintenance work

CRSA designed a new pit and recirculating water system
required for the installation of a new chassis dynamometer.
Designed facilities included safety hold-backs, wheel tiedown tracks, the pit proper, drainage, and the recirculating
water system connected with the dynamometer load
centers.

U of U Sutton
Geology &
Geophysics
Building

U of U, State of Utah DFCM
Rick James, PM
State of Utah, DFCM
(801) 538-3018

Classrooms, offices,
research and teaching
labs, rock crushing and
ore sampling area

CRSA and Brixen & Christopher Architects programmed
and designed the U of U’s Frederick Albert Sutton Geology
and Geophysics Building, which houses the Dept. of
Geology and Geophysics, part of the College of Mines and
Earth Sciences, as well as college administrative functions.
LEED® Gold Certified.

Uintah Basin Technical

Uintah Basin
College
Technology College
Arron Weight, President
Welding Center
UBTech, (435) 722.6901

2

USU Sant

3

Brigham Young
University–Idaho
Mark Austin
Building Remodel

4

CLIENT

USU & State of UT DFCM
David McKay, PM
(801) 538-3018

BYU–Idaho
Jedd Walker
Campus Architect
(208) 496-2663

5

Afton Readiness
Center

Wyoming Military
Department
Kenneth Lewis
(307) 772-5463

Training classrooms,
vehicle maintenance
areas, equipment and
materials storage

The Readiness Center provides administrative, training,
classroom, kitchen, family welfare, recruiting, heated and
unheated storage, and vehicle maintenance workbays.
Site includes 135,576 square feet of personnel vehicle
parking, military vehicle and equipment parking, loading
ramp, vehicle wash rack with landscaping, anti-terrorism
measures, and utility services.

6

USU Brigham City
BTC Robotics &
Composites Labs

USU & State of UT DFCM
Joe Beck, USU
(435) 797-3755

Cost effective
manufacturing and
instruction facilities

CRSA designed the renovation of building maintenance
and support space into academic fabrication, hands on
learning and classroom space for the growing programs at
Bridgerland Technical College and USU Brigham City.

7

William Spry Dept.
of Agriculture &
Food Program

Dept. of Ag & Food & State
of Utah DFCM
Matthias Mueller, PM
(801) 538-3018

Programming of
complex multi-user
groups, including fuels
lab, and weights/
measures lab

CRSA wrote the program for the new Dept. of Agriculture
and Food building, consisting primarily of office space to
service Administrative Services, Communications, Animal
Industry & Meat Inspection, Plant Industry, Regulatory
Services: Food, Dairy and Bedding, Marketing and
Economic Development, and Wildlife Services.

8

USU Bingham
Entrepreneurship &
Energy Research
Center

State of UT, DFCM & USU
Darrell Hunting, PM
(801) 244-7647

Classrooms, labs and
shop with supported
welding area, laydown,
materials storage,
ventilation

CRSA provided architectural design and construction
services for the Bingham Entrepreneurship and Energy
Research Center. It provides laboratory space and
advanced training in biology, chemistry, geology, and
natural resources for the scientific research and education
communities.

9

Brigham Young
University–Idaho
Livestock Center

BYU–Idaho
Jedd Walker
Campus Architect
(208) 496-2663

Feed processing
mill, animal handling
facilities, veterinary
clinic, hay storage and
shops facilities

The off-campus components at the BYU-I Livestock
Center are a component of a 106,000 new AgriScience/
Science and Technology Building on the main campus.
Work included programming and design for approximately
75,000 sf in twelve buildings on a working farm that
supports the Department of Animal and Food Science.
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“

“
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I can honestly say CRSA
delivered a far superior
programming process
and final document
than any other we have
seen. Indeed, several
others of the University’s
administrators have made
similar comments.
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— Jedd A. Walker
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BYU-I Mark Austin Building Remodel
CRSA
| PUBLIC
WORKS COMPLEX | WEST BOUNTIFUL
Rexburg,
Idaho
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Scope, Budget and Schedule Control Plan
Every project is unique. In order to avoid incrementally
expanding the project, the West Bountiful Public Works
Complex will require a customized plan that carefully balances
priorities, builds consensus, and dedicates time together to
make well-informed decisions. The CRSA design team will
bring well-researched options throughout the design and
construction process, with particular eye toward keeping the
scope in line. We will work hand-in-hand with West Bountiful
project stakeholders and leadership team to ensure
project scope and budget alignment through frequent
constructability reviews. Our job is to work in partnership to
constantly review project options, particularly the complex
interweaving of building systems, site development options,
and project priorities.
The Project Kickoff helps all stakeholders understand the
preliminary scope of work. The preliminary budget will be
reviewed with the Steering Committee for feedback. Significant
attention will be paid to the impacts of building and structural
systems and how they best interweave with the architectural
program elements. We give our consulting engineers cost
targets for their specialty, knowing they can design to the

budget and bring creative ideas, which is critical to our design
effort.
As this project advances through design, the scope and budget
are more closely defined and intertwined. Keeping them both
within the pre-established limits is an ongoing balancing act,
which requires close value management and constructability
review. Quantifying specific size, finishes and systems for each
room type, allows the Steering Committee to quickly determine
the highest and best use of available budget during the
schematic design phase.
As with all projects, during the design process there may be
shifting project priorities based on discussions with project
leadership and stakeholders. We make time to address smart
solutions, challenging our thinking through thorough reviews
in the same room as West Bountiful facilities and shops teams,
project managers and the CRSA design team and its engineers.

Logic of Schedule Development
We demand active, ongoing cost modeling from our estimating
team. If at any time the estimate exceeds the allowable budget,
the Steering Committee will be informed and CRSA will present
ranked optional adjustments in respect to the bottom line.

Iron Horse Transit Operations Facility
Park City, Utah
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The CRSA team will constantly be thinking about valueengineering opportunities. Based on our experience with
systems analysis we will always present the best balance
between quality, budget and functionality. Our job is to build
an initial cost model during the Kickoff meeting, and review
changes to the established project gaols and priorities at
each and every meeting. By doing so, we will keep a handle
on costs and be able to make well informed decisions.

Sub-Consultant Management Plan
To create an exceptional project requires a project team
with expertise in many specialized fields, as well as a deep
knowledge of codes, design standards and West Bountiful
City preferences. CRSA has assembled a core team of design
consultants that can deliver on that challenge. Knowing that a
good consulting team always starts with the client’s input first,
we put our engineers in touch with West Bountiful’s facilities
staff early in the process so that their voices are heard and their
preferences are known. We review and confirm any design
guidelines and building performance expectations.
Accountability - CRSA holds bi-weekly coordination meetings
with our team (engineers, cost estimators and constructability

review team) to monitor the progress of the design and seek
constructability counsel. Our team is given a budget for their
systems/specialty for which we expect them to manage. Open,
honest conversations about project priorities, constructability,
equipment or material availability and cost are part of every
working session with the A/E team. This is how we make smart
decisions that serve West Bountiful’s bottom line.
Quality Documentation - In a further effort to support
coordinated and integrated project delivery, our team has
embraced the use of Three-Dimensional Building Information
Modeling (3D BIM), a powerful design tool that links a database
of project information to a digital, three-dimensional model.
We use this tool during program confirmation and through
design to document and track project goals and confirm their
compliance from start to building completion.
Guaranteed Timeliness – CRSA crafts a complete project
schedule at project kickoff, allowing our consultants to see
deadlines months in advance. Documents are due to be
uploaded one week before project deadlines to allow for
coordination and revision as needed. And, CRSA holds 10% of
all fees for incentive pay, which is distributed for exceptional
service.

Rexburg Fire Station
Rexburg, Idaho
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Project Team Interaction
Great design begins with great client engagement. We literally
cannot build a facility for West Bountiful without working
closely with the Public Works staff, City leadership and project
stakeholders. We will use the first three weeks of the project to
do an intensive program definition working closely with those
who will be utilizing the facilities at the Public Works Complex.
Identifying issues and project priorities early gives the team
time to discuss project goals and thus assist stakeholders in
reaching consensus on the project vision. It is equally important that this is a fun, engaging and open process where the
entire stakeholder team feels a level of confidence that they
are being listened to and the resultant program represents the
needs of West Bountiful, your diverse programs, and not an
implied architectural vision. Meetings are scheduled bi-weekly
to respect the time of busy administrators and staff. Four major
Work Sessions allow for major milestone review and decision
making. Additional offline meetings with the consulting engineers and the design team move the process forward efficiently, and are always open to City leadership and staff.
We rely heavily on open and consistent communications to
make sure we are on track with client expectations and deliverables, using a variety of tools to connect, such as direct phone
calls and in person meetings, with key stakeholders and City
leaders.

consensus, and dedicates time together to make well-informed
decisions. The design team will bring well-researched options
throughout the planning process, with a particular eye toward
keeping the myriad of planning impacts front and center.
The most critical, and difficult, part of the design process is to
maintain the balance between these criteria. For most projects,
budget is the most fixed and constraining criterion. Schedules
tend to be more malleable, but frequently are constrained by
external forces, such as operational schedules or weather. The
most flexible part of any design is almost always the scope–the
features and components that make up the finished buildings. It is possible to trade off quality for quantity, to a certain
degree. But at the design level, the CRSA team must balance
scope, schedule and budget simultaneously.
As a result of the design process, all stakeholders will understand preliminary project goals, the possible steps to implement then and a magnitude order of potential costs. Cost estimates will be shared with the project team for review. Keeping
the estimated costs and scope both within the pre-established
limits is an ongoing balancing act that requires the following
measures to monitor and control:
•

Establishment of “space types” and projected space needs
during the first few design workshops. Are there areas
where the project plan allows for upgraded or higheruse options? How do these play into the Public Works
vision for this facility and site? Quantifying specific square
footages and costs for each space type. This allows the
project team to quickly determine the highest and best
use in alignment with the project vision.

•

During the process there may be “trades” between scope
features based on discussions with the project team and
the shifting of priorities.

•

Cost estimates will be provided on an on-going basis. If
at any time the estimate exceeds the allowable budget,
the project team will be informed and adjustments will be
evaluated to respect the project criteria.

•

Cost estimates include materials and equipment selection.
This type of coordinated effort allows the team to
understand the relationship between systems, structure,
floor-to-floor heights, materials and finishes, and project
phasing so that well-informed choices are made by the
entire team.

•

CRSA, along with its consultants, will constantly be
thinking about value-engineering opportunities. Based
on our experience with systems analysis we will always
present the best balance between quality, budget and
functionality.

Capturing Your Vision - Cost Modeling
We bring our commitment to accurate and living estimates. The
initial planning cost estimates are critical to the success of the
project, as they indicate areas of concern in regards to cost or
constructability. Therefore, we’ll use the latest in computerized
estimating systems, coupled with our extensive estimating
knowledge to ensure the most accurate initial estimate possible. Our expertise is honed continually by developing thorough
bids on multiple projects, coordinating with sub-consultants
and understanding their pricing.
Prior to all workshops, we thoroughly review design documents
and planning ideas to understand complex systems and their
impact on cost. At these workshops we will schedule value engineering sessions where decisions can be made in a collaborative environment with project options weighed against project
constructibility and cost.
On an ongoing basis, the design estimates for phased project—
along with a comparison with project mission and goals—will
be reviewed with the executive committee to determine decisions needed to keep on target.

Managing Scope, Schedule and Budget
Every project is unique. In order to avoid incrementally expanding the project, the Public Works Complex project will require
a customized plan that carefully balances priorities, builds
26
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“

The charettes went
well. You focused on
the things that were
important, coming up
with solutions that
were viable with the
budget.

“
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— Matt Boyer
UBTech DFCM Project Manager

Barlow Manufacturing Technology
Building Davis Technology
College, Kaysville, Utah
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CRSA crafted a detailed Work Plan that addresses the varied
needs of the major groups:

Great design begins with a comprehensive start. Identifying
issues and project goals early gives our team time to
prioritize project goals and outcomes. Open and collaborative
conversations help all stakeholders reach consensus on the
overall project vision early. It is equally important that concept
design is a fun, engaging and open process where the entire
stakeholder team feels a level of confidence they are being
listened to, they have expert advice close at hand and the
resultant program represents the needs of West Bountiful, not
an implied architectural vision.

• West Bountiful Administration
• Public Works Stakeholders
• Community Members through an Outreach Event
Two critical efforts of early work are process - time to formulate
a collective vision for the new Public Works Complex, and
deliverables: the materials that communicate the project’s
technical requirements to the design team from which an
accurate perspective on construction costs is drawn. The
project Work Plan allows our diverse team to focus on these
two efforts simultaneously.

In order to deliver an exceptional concept design for the Public
Works Complex, the A/E team must thoroughly explore the
needs of its diverse group of stakeholders, programs, work
flow, tools and technology, and industry trends.

TASKS

We are proposing a 14-week project schedule to deliver a
complete comprehensive conceptual design document for
the new Public Works Complex. During this process we will
VALUES & VISION

KICKOFF

k1

Kick-off | Leadership Summit

• Confirm Design Process & Schedule

1

RESEARCH | BENCHMARKING

Work Session 1 | Goals &
Priorities Review

• Initial Organizational Model | Space Summary

• Communication Plan | Roles & Responsibilities

• Initial Site Organization Test Fit

• Values and Vision Definition
• Project Objectives, Goals and Priorities

• Proposed Space Summary and Deficiencies
Report

• Tour Existing Facilities and Proposed Site

• Building Performance Model

k2

1b

Team Work Session | Initial
Summary of Findings

Existing Condition
Assessment

• Site, Survey & Geotech Report Review
• Tour Peer Institutions and Document Lessons
Learned/Goals
• Analyze Recent Built Project Cost Comparison

• Coordination Consulting Engineers

• Review Building Performance Goals
• Review Site Utilities and Capacity
• Document Conditions Unique to each Program
and Department
• Review Site Analysis & Site Development Plans
• Review Equipment Requests & Costs

2

Work Session 2 |
Scenario Testing 1

• Review Physical Restraints, Challenges, and

Opportunities
• Review Multiple Phasing Opportunity
Diagrams
• Interweaving Building Systems Approach
• Rank Area Impact Priorities
• Building Performance Model
• Cost Estimate Review | Clarifications

2b

Team Work Session |
Scenario Refinement

• Refined Phasing Approach Review
• SWOT Analysis | Resolutions Report
• Cost Estimate | Constructibility Review
• Present and Critique Facilities, Admin, etc.
• Bldg Envelope | Structural Systems Plan
• Building Systems | Goals Coordination

Project
Kick-Off

KEY MEETINGS

DELIVERABLES

TIMELINE
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Work Session 1

Systems
Team
WorkSummit Report
& Space
Inventory

January 7

Facilities and Systems Reports

January 14

Team Work Session |
Initial Findings

Work Session 2

Initial Findings
Report

Peer
Institution
Findings

February 4

Work Session 2b

Initial Cost
Model

February 18
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conduct four Work Sessions as well as Bi-Weekly Meetings. We
understand this proposed schedule is a recommendation and
is subject to scheduling meetings around staff and important
city decision maker’s availability. Additional meetings, not
included on this overview schedule, but necessary to include
other decisions makers, will be scheduled on an as needed
basis. With those factors in mind, our team is flexible to work
collaboratively to determine a schedule that provides the
best quality and outcome for the final deliverables and cost
estimate.

Meeting 1 will include:
Establish project’s vision and discuss the design process
Introduce the teams
Review of existing plans, schedule and project objectives
Discuss design goals and priorities
Establish key decision makers and points of contact
Schedule design workshops & collaborative work sessions
Review any West Bountiful planning/design guidelines
Visit in-state peer institution (as desired)
Tour site and review survey/geotech report

WORK PLAN

Deliverables
Space Summary Update
Distribute Existing/New Equipment List
Meeting Notes
Breakout Work Session Reports
Existing Conditions Report

Kickoff Meeting | Leadership Summit
Week 1 | This session’s main goal is to establish, with all
participants, the project organization. The team will develop
and approve the process and the overall project schedule.

FINAL DELIVERABLES

REFINEMENT

3

Work Session 3 | Schematic
Design Draft

• Review Organizational Models

4

• Materiality and Construction Methodology

•
•
•
•

• Code Coordination with OHJ

•

• Present & Critique Draft SD Documents
• Initial Cost Model Review and Refinement

• Initial Approach to Construction Schedule
• Sustainability | Building Performance Model

3b

Team Work Session |
Scenario Refinement

• Refined Concept Bldg & Site Design

• Refine SD Floor Plans | Massing Models
• Refine Building Performance Approach
• Building Systems | Project Priorities
Coordination

•
•
•

Work Session 4 | Schematic
Design Document Refinement

Draft Document Review Comment Incorporation
Review Building Performance Goals
Review Site Utilities and Capacity
Joint Presentation by Consulting Engineers and West
Bountiful City
Refined Floor Plans and Building Spatial
Organization Approach
ADA, Egress, and Code Analysis Report
Review Site and Complex Development Plans
Review Cost Estimate

4b

Team Work Session |
Stakeholder Engagement

5

Work Session 5 | Final Schematic
Design Document Deliverables

• Schematic Design Documents:
• Project Goals & Approach
• Space Analysis | Adjacencies | Area Impact Priorities
• Cost Estimate
• Building Performance Goals & Outcomes
• Building Systems Narratives
• Conceptual Floor Plans and Models for Main Public Works
Building and all Support Structures
• Building Envelope Study & Plan
• Construction Schedule
• Code, Life Safety, Accessibility and Egress Report

• Coordination of Consulting Engineers and WB Engr.

• Review Sustainability | Building Performance Goals
• Review Systems Approach Narratives
• Leadership Signoff & Final Coordination
• Public Outreach Meeting (as desired)

Work
Session 3
Program Draft
Review

February 25

Team Work
Session

Team Work
Session

Work Session 4

Student | Faculty
Engagement Materials

Review
Comments Due

March 11

March 25
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Draft
Refinement

April 1

Work Session 5

Final Refinements
as needed

April 8

Deliverables

April
15
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Work Session 1 - Values & Vision
Week 2 | The first workshop’s main goal is to derive

Work Session 2 - Research & Benchmarking
Week 5 | The goals for this workshop are twofold –

from all participants the mission, goals, and vision for the
project. The team will utilize any previous work, as well as
interviews with project stakeholders, to assess current space
use, work flow, technology utilization, building systems and
existing survey findings. This initial work creates a strong
project foundation by allowing all stakeholders to hear
the demands on budget and space and then collectively
establish a vision and priorities for the project outcomes.
Workshop 1 will:
Review peer institutions visits and lessons learned
Document the working organizational model
Present building and structural systems initial goal setting
reports
Establish any building performance goals
Document unique functional considerations of each
Department and program area
Review existing/new equipment requests
Discuss site constraints and opportunities for the complex
Organize program approach per building

presentations and discussions regarding building program
and initial ideas for site and plan concepts for the build out of
the Complex. We will move from existing conditions findings,
to a cohesive program approach, to a plan for how the new
Public Works Complex will be organized. We will create a
master plan for complete project build out so that the City
can establish both short and long-term budget approaches
to the project(s). Work will include:
Summarize Space, Equipment & Circulation Requirements
Architectural Conceptual Designs
Refine Sustainable Strategies Approach
Review Site Planning Ideas
Review/Revise initial Project Cost Model
Initial Code Review & Fire Marshall Coordination
Budget and Constructibility Review

Deliverables
Project Goals & Priorities List
Existing Site Analysis and Utility Connection Summary
Conceptual Site Design
Summary of Requested Spaces & Sizes
Initial Concept Design Plans
Meeting Notes

Deliverables
Preliminary Program Space Summary Review
Benchmark Space Use Analysis with Program
Recommendations
Site Planning Opportunities
Develop the Organizational Model
Block and Stack Diagrams
Initial Cost Model for Public Works Complex
Building Performance Approach
Draft Program Document
Schedule Facilities Review Session
Schedule Department Review Sessions

WILLIAM SPRY AGRICULTURE BUILDING SCHEMATIC DESIGN PROCESS
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PROJECT SCHEDULE 04
Work Session 3 - Refinement
Week 8 | In this pivotal workshop, the program and

Work Session 4 - Program Endorsement
Week 12 | This is the final collaborative design workshop.

concept organizational models (floor/site plans) will continue
to develop and be refined through the collaborative input
of project stakeholders. The team will present the draft
Schematic Design and look for the West Bountiful team’s
participation in project refinement. A breakout session
will focus on building systems approaches, sustainability
implementation strategies, coordination with long-term
complex-wide utilities and storm water management planning.
This workshop will consist of:
Presentation of Plans, Building Sections, and 3-D Model
Presentation of Draft Program
Furniture, Fixtures & Equipment (FF&E) Estimate
Update Cost Model prior to preparation of Cost Estimate
Review of Initial Design & Construction Schedule
Review Site Level Development Plans
Breakout Sessions with Staff to Refine Program Areas

The design team will present the refined Schematic Design
and any final revisions to space, organization, equipment
placement, and site organization. Our work will include:
Page turn of Schematic Design with stakeholders,
consultants and project leadership
Endorsement of Schematic Design deliverables
Presentation of detailed building systems approach
Presentation of project cost estimate and cost model
updates
Review of Site and Complex Development Plans
Refinements to Floor Plans, Building Sections, and
Architectural Model

Deliverables
Building Organizational Plans
Conceptual Building Sections
3-D Concept Model Refinements
Updated Cost Model
Initial Construction Schedule
Draft Building Systems Narratives

Deliverables
Final Schematic Design Documents
Conceptual Building Model, including 3-D Concept Model
Refinements
Cost Estimate
Construction Schedule

Work Session 5 - Program Presentation
Week 14 | Following the Schematic Design Refinement
working session CRSA will incorporate stakeholder comment
into the final Public Works Complex deliverables. Digital
deliverables will be presented to West Bountiful leadership
and project stakeholders, including:
Detailed Site Plan - including site layout of all future site
features and footprints of future facilities
Schematic Design - main public works building and
all support structures, including floor plans and
elevations
Cost Estimate
Construction Schedule

CRSA | PUBLIC WORKS COMPLEX | WEST BOUNTIFUL
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Contact: Aaron Weight, President, Uintah Basin Technical College
Phone: (435) 722-6901
Project: Uintah Basin Technical College New Welding Center
Address: 1100 East Lagoon Street, Roosevelt, Utah 84066
Type: Educational
"CRSA has been great. They have really been doing a great job.
It has come in a timely manner, they have been getting right,
they were really listening. I have no gripes. We are very tickled
with what Kathy has been able to do. She is the one that gets it
first … also kudos to Ken and Jeff for making the vision a reality."

Contact: Frank Young, Associate Vice President, Utah Valley University
Phone: (801) 863-7202
Project: Utah Valley University, Various Projects
Address: 800 West University Parkway, Orem, Utah 84058
Type: Educational
"CRSA has been one of our outstanding architectural partners.
We call on them frequently to help us program, design, and help
build our new spaces."

Contact: Jedd Walker, AIA, Campus Architect
Phone: (208) 496-2663
Project: BYI-Idaho, Various Projects
Address: BYU-I, Physical Plant, Office #214 PPLT, 450 South Physical
Plant Way, Rexburg, Idaho 83404
Type: Educational
"I can honestly say CRSA delivered a far superior programming
process and final document than any other we have seen.
Indeed, several others of the University’s administrators have
made similar comments."
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BILLING RATES | REIMBURSABLE EXPENSES
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HOURLY BILLING RATES
Proposal rates will remain in effect for up to 1-year or until project is completed.

CRSA

Senior Principal
Principal
Designer III
Architect III
Architect II
Architect I
Arch. Tech III
Arch. Tech II
Arch. Tech I
Arch. Asst.
Landscape Architect III
Landscape Architect II
Landscape Architect I
Planner III
Planner II
Planner I
Project Manager
Interior Designer III
Interior Designer II
Interior Designer I
Interior Design Tech
Graphic Designer
Clerical II
Clerical I

REAVELEY

Senior Principal Engineer
Principal Engineer		
Senior Engineer/Associate
Senior Engineer		
Project Engineer		
Engineer			
BIM/CAD Principal		
Senior BIM/CAD Technician
BIM/CAD Technician
Clerical			

$195
$155
$150
$140
$120
$95
$115
$105
$85
$50
$115
$95
$70
$115
$85
$60
$140
$115
$90
$65
$55
$105
$75
$55
$175
$160
$130
$120
$105
$95
$120
$100
$75
$60

MERIDIAN ENGINEERING
Principal
Project Manager
Project Engineer		
Project Surveyor 			
Design Engineer 			
Design Surveyor 			
Design/CADD 			
Survey Crew 			
One Man Crew 			
Survey Technician 			
Clerical/Admin 			
Construction Management 		
Construction Observance/Inspections

$145
$125
$95
$90
$80
$75
$78
$150
$120
$50
$50
$115
$85

HEATH
Principal Engineer		
Project Manager		
Senior Staff Engineer (PE)		
Staff Engineer (PE)		
Staff Engineer (FE-Non-PE)		
Senior Technician		
Senior Designer		
Design/Drafter		
Staff Drafter		
Project Coordinator		
Clerical		
Jr. Drafter		
Technician		
Jr. Technician		
Principal in Legal Investigations

$180
$180
$155
$125
$113
$113
$108
$97
$93
$80
$80
$75
$70
$55
$445

SPECTRUM
Principal Project Manager
Principal Engineer
Associate Engineer
Project Engineer
EIT
BIM Modeler/CADD
Clerical

$155
$145
$125
$105
$85
$65
$45

PARAMETRIX
Principal Estimator
Estimator
Clerical

CRSA | PUBLIC WORKS COMPLEX | WEST BOUNTIFUL

$125
$100
$45
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